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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a comparison of conventional and heat balance based energy analyses of steam
turbine. Both analyses are compared by using measured operating parameters from low power steam
turbine exploitation. The major disadvantage of conventional steam turbine energy analysis is that
extracted energy flow streams are not equal in real (polytropic) and ideal (isentropic) expansion
processes, while the heat balance based energy analysis successfully resolved mentioned problem.
Heat balance based energy analysis require an increase of steam mass flow rates extracted from the
turbine in ideal (isentropic) expansion process to ensure always the same energy flow streams to all
steam consumers. Increase in steam mass flow rate extracted through each turbine extraction (heat
balance based energy analysis) result with a decrease in energy power losses and with an increase in
energy efficiency of whole turbine and all of its cylinders (when compared to conventional analysis).
All of the obtained conclusions in this research are valid not only for the analyzed low power steam
turbine, but also for any other steam turbine with steam extractions.

1 Introduction
In the energy sector, steam turbines are nowadays
used for various functions. The most dominant steam turbines function is to drive electrical generators in various
conventional [1, 2]; nuclear [3, 4] or other power plants
[5]. Steam turbines are also used as a constituent part of
combined cycle power plants [6, 7], in various marine or
offshore applications [8, 9] as well as for driving various
mechanical power consumers (power consumers which
are not electrical generators) [10].
In the scientific and professional literature can be
found many analyses of steam turbines its components or
other devices which ensure stable, reliable and efficient
operation of a steam turbine and the entire power plant
[11]. Some of such analyses are energy analysis [12], exergy analysis [13], economy analysis [14], environmental
analysis [15] and many others [16, 17]. Usually type, complexity and operational characteristics of a steam turbine
or the entire plant define which analysis will be selected.
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However, many researchers use a combination of mentioned analyses in order to perform complete observation
of a turbine or plant from different points of view [18].
Each of mentioned analyses has advantages and disadvantages, therefore many engineers and scientists presented
a propositions or methods to resolve those disadvantages.
This research also utilizes an improvement method for
steam turbine energy analysis.
This paper firstly presents a conventional method
for steam turbine (and its cylinders) energy analysis and
highlights its biggest disadvantage. Heat balance based
steam turbine energy analysis method is proposed for
resolving the most notable disadvantage which occurs
in conventional analysis. Along with ensuring always the
same energy flow stream for each steam consumer, heat
balance based energy analysis of a steam turbine (and all
turbine cylinders) positively influenced turbine operation.
Heat balance based energy analysis of the selected steam
turbine show that this method decreases turbine (and
its cylinders) power losses and increases efficiencies (in
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comparison to the conventional energy analysis). Major
conclusions and recommendations presented in this paper are valid not only for the observed low power steam
turbine, but also for any other steam turbine which has at
least one steam extraction.

2 Description and operating parameters of the
analyzed steam turbine

Analyzed turbine is a low power steam turbine (its
nominal power equals 35 MW) which operates in solar
thermal power plant [19]. Like many other steam turbines
from the literature [20, 21], analyzed turbine consists of
two cylinders (HPC – High Pressure Cylinder and LPC –
Low Pressure Cylinder) mounted on the same shaft which
drives an electrical generator, Fig. 1.
Steam delivered from the steam generator [22, 23] expands firstly through the HPC. HPC has two steam extractions; both of them delivered a certain amount of steam
to high pressure feed water heaters [24, 25]. After expansion in HPC, remaining steam mass flow rate is delivered
to steam re-heater. In steam re-heater, additional fuel is
used in order to increase the steam temperature before
its expansion in LPC. Increasing of steam temperature
before expansion in LPC resulted with a fact that the last
LPC stages operate with lower amount of water droplets
(higher steam content) what positively influenced on
its operation (high amount of water droplets increases
erosion of the turbine blades, requires more rigorous

maintenance and causes non-optimal flow though stator
and rotor turbine blades) [26, 27]. Therefore, the influence of re-heater is resolving of many problems which
can be expected during operation with wet steam [28].
Furthermore, it should be noted that the re-heater can
be an independent component in steam power plant, or
more often, it is an integral part of steam generator [29,
30].
After the steam temperature increase in re-heater,
steam further expands in LPC, Fig. 1. LPC has three steam
extractions – first of them delivers a certain amount of
steam into deaerator [31], while the second and third extraction delivers a certain amount of steam into the low
pressure condensate heaters [32, 33]. Remaining steam
mass flow rate, after expansion in LPC, is delivered to the
main steam condenser for condensation (changing of aggregate state) [34, 35].
As in [19], also in this analysis is adopted that mechanical losses in both turbine cylinders (and consequentially
in each turbine stage) as well as mechanical losses during
power transmission to electrical generator were not taken
into consideration (they are equal to zero). Also, the steam
mass flow rate leaked through each gland seal (front and
rear) of each turbine cylinder is neglected (due to its relatively low influence on the whole turbine operation and
energy analysis).
In Fig. 1 are also presented operating points of the analyzed steam turbine (from 1 to 9) required for conventional and heat balance based energy analysis.

Fig. 1 Scheme and required operating points for the energy analysis of observed steam turbine (nominal power 35 MW)

Source: Authors
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Steam operating parameters (steam temperature, pressure and mass flow rate) in each operating point from Fig.
1, related to real (polytropic) steam expansion process,
are found in [19] and presented in Table 1.

Steam specific enthalpies, specific entropies and steam
quality in each operating point from Fig. 1 are calculated
from known steam pressure and temperature by using
NIST REFPROP 9.0 software �������������������������������
[36]. Only for the last operating point (operating point 9, Fig. 1) other steam properties
are calculated from known steam pressure and quality.
Steam quality is steam content, so when steam quality is
equal to 0.95 (operating point 9, Table 1), in that operating point steam has 95 % of gas phase and 5 % of water

droplets. At the condenser inlet (LPC outlet) steam must
be under the saturation line (where water droplets in gas
phase occur) to allow condensation [37].

It should be noted that during real (polytropic) expansion process as well as during re-heating, steam specific
entropy continuously increases [38, 39]. When observing
differences between each two operating points of the analyzed steam turbine, from Table 1 can be easily noted that
the highest increase in steam specific entropy occur during heat addition in re-heater.

Real (polytropic) and ideal (isentropic) steam expansion processes inside each analyzed steam turbine cylinder are presented in h-s diagram, Fig. 2 (according to

Table 1 Steam operating parameters for the real (polytropic) expansion process [19]
O. P.*

Temperature
(°C)

Pressure
(bar)

Mass flow rate
(kg/s)

1

370.00

102.00

39.546

2993.3

6.0481

Superheated

4

215.00

20.50

33.860

2803.2

6.3389

Superheated

2.00

2.477

2
3
5
6
7
8
9

244.10
215.00
370.00
269.46
132.70
78.19
41.51

*O. P. = Operating point (refers to Fig. 1)

34.27
20.50
18.45
8.10
0.44
0.08

2.617
3.069

33.860
2.893
1.375

27.115

Specific enthalpy Specific entropy
(kJ/kg)
(kJ/kg·K)
2813.0
2803.2
3185.0
2991.8
2733.0
2640.0
2456.1

6.1526
6.3389
7.0692
7.1122
7.1939
7.6388
7.8456

Quality

Superheated
Superheated
Superheated
Superheated
Superheated
Superheated
0.95

Fig. 2 Steam expansion processes (real – blue curves; ideal – orange lines) in h-s diagram for the analyzed steam turbine

Source: Authors
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data from Table 1). Increase of steam temperature inside
re-heater (RH) is also clearly visible in Fig. 2 along with
the fact that due to losses steam pressure inside re-heater
slightly decreases (from 20.50 bars at the re-heater inlet
to 18.45 bars at the re-heater outlet, Table 1).
Ideal (isentropic) steam expansion process (points
marked with – is) assumes always the same steam specific
entropy, from the each turbine cylinder inlet until the outlet
[40, 41]. Red arrows in Fig. 2 represent steam extractions
from each turbine cylinder. Steam mass flow rates of each
extraction, from each cylinder, are presented in Table 1.
Energy analysis of each turbine cylinder (and consequentially the whole turbine) is based on the comparison
of real (polytropic) and ideal (isentropic) steam expansion
processes [42, 43]. Power developed in each turbine cylinder and the whole turbine will always be higher according to ideal than real expansion process (due to neglecting
losses during steam expansion in ideal process). However,
conventional steam turbine energy analysis does not take
into account one specific fact, which will be discussed and
corrected in heat balance based energy analysis of the
same steam turbine.
Ideal (isentropic) steam expansion process is the process between the same pressures as in the real (polytropic) expansion, but with the same specific entropies from
the expansion beginning until its end in each cylinder. So,
steam specific entropies for the complete ideal (isentropic) process in each turbine cylinder are equal as steam
specific entropies at the beginning of expansion in real
(polytropic) process for each cylinder. From known steam
pressures and specific entropies at the inlet of each turbine cylinder, Fig. 2, are calculated steam specific enthalpies in ideal expansion process (by using NIST REFPROP
9.0 software [36]) and presented in Table 2.
Table 2 Steam specific enthalpies for the ideal (isentropic)
expansion process
O. P.*

Pressure
(bar)

Specific entropy
(kJ/kg·K)

Specific enthalpyisentropic
(kJ/kg)

1

102.00

6.0481

2993.3

3is

20.50

6.0481

2661.6

2is
5

6is
7is
8is
9is

34.27
18.45
8.10
2.00
0.44
0.08

6.0481
7.0692
7.0692
7.0692
7.0692
7.0692

*O. P. = Operating point (refers to Fig. 2)
Source: Authors

2759.2
3185.0
2968.7
2683.5
2440.0
2211.8
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3 Energy analysis

3.1 Energy analysis of any control volume or a system
The first law of thermodynamics defines energy analysis of any system or a control volume [44]. The complete
energy balance equation for any system or a control volume is [45]:
 . 
.
QIN + PIN + ∑  mIN ⋅  hIN



 .
.
Q OUT + POUT + ∑  mOUT



+


cIN2
+ g ⋅ zIN   =

2




c2
⋅  hOUT + OUT + g ⋅ zOUT   ,

2



(1)

·
where Q in (kW) is energy heat transfer, P in (kW) is pow·
er, m in (kg/s) is operating medium mass flow rate, h in
(kJ/kg) is operating medium specific enthalpy, c in (m/s)
is operating medium velocity, g in (m/s2) is acceleration of
gravity and z in (m) is elevation on which operating medium currently exist. Index IN is related to the inlet (input),
while index OUT is related to the outlet (output).
In the majority of cases, the complete energy balance
equation can be simplified because potential and kinetic
energies can be disregarded [46], so the simplified energy
balance equation is [47]:
.
.
.
.
(2)
QIN + PIN + ∑ E nIN = Q OUT + POUT + ∑ E nOUT ,
·
where En is a total energy of operating medium flow defined according to [48, 49] by an equation:
.
.
(3)
E n = m⋅ h .
The energy efficiency of any system or a control volume in general form can be defined as presented in [50]:

ηen =

cumulative energy output
.
cumulative energy input

(4)

During the energy analysis of any system or a control
volume usually is not observed operating medium mass
flow rate leakage. Therefore, in the majority of cases, mass
flow rate balance is also valid [51]:
.
.
∑ m N = ∑ mOUT .
(5)

Presented general equations are the baseline for energy analysis of any system or a control volume, so they also
must be satisfied in the energy analysis of observed steam
turbine and both of its cylinders, regardless of used energy
analysis method.
3.2 Conventional energy analysis of the observed
steam turbine

Conventional energy analysis of a steam turbine and all
of its cylinders is based on the comparison of real (polytropic) and ideal (isentropic) steam expansion processes
with a note that the steam mass flow rate extracted from
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each turbine cylinder at each extraction remains the same
for both ideal and real processes [52].
In this section are presented equations for the conventional energy analysis of the whole observed steam turbine and both of its cylinders. Operating points in all of the
equations are related to Fig. 2.

Whole Turbine (WT) conventional energy analysis

– Real (polytropic) produced power:
.
.
.
Pre,HPC = m1 ⋅ (h1 − h2 ) + (m1 − m2 ) ⋅ (h2 − h3 ).

– Energy power loss:
.
.
.
E loss,WT = Pid,WT − Pre,WT = E loss, HPC + E loss, LPC .

HPC conventional energy analysis

– Ideal (isentropic) power:
.
.
.
Pid, HPC = m1 ⋅ (h1 − h2is ) + (m1 − m2 ) ⋅ (h2is − h3is ).
– Energy power loss:
.
E loss, HPC = Pid, HPC − Pre,HPC .
– Energy efficiency:

(6)
(7)
(8)

– Real (polytropic) produced power:
Pre,WT = Pre,HPC + Pre,LPC .

(17)

Pid,WT = Pid, HPC + Pid, LPC .

(18)

– Ideal (isentropic) power:

– Energy efficiency:

η en,WT =

Pre,WT
Pid,WT

.

(19)
(20)

3.3 Heat balance based energy analysis of the
observed steam turbine

Heat balance based energy analysis of a steam turbine
and
all of its cylinders is also based on the comparison of
.
(9)
Pid, HPC
real (polytropic) and ideal (isentropic) steam expansion
processes with a note that the steam mass flow rate ex– Mass flow rate balance:
tracted from each turbine cylinder at each extraction did
.
.
.
.
not remain the same for both ideal and real processes.
m4 = m1 − m2 − m3 ,
(10)
In conventional energy analysis of a steam turbine, the
.
.
same steam mass flow rate extracted from any turbine
m4 = m5.
(11)
cylinder at each extraction in real and the ideal expansion
process resulted with a fact that steam consumers (feed
water heaters, deaerator, condensate heaters or others)
LPC conventional energy analysis
will not get the same energy flow stream from the turbine.
– Real (polytropic) produced power:
For the analyzed
from Fig. 2 can be seen
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. steam
. turbine
.
⋅ (h7ideal
− h8 )steam
Pre,LPC = m5 ⋅ (h5 − h6 ) + (m5 − m6) ⋅ (h6 − h7 ) + (m5 − m6 − m7)that
+ (m5 −
m6 − m7 −process
m8) ⋅ (h8at−the
h9) steam extraction
expansion
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
points
has
a
lower
specific
enthalpies
than
the real expan+ (m5 − m6) ⋅ (h6 − h7 ) + (m5 − m6 − m7) ⋅ (h7 − h8 ) + (m5 − m6 − m(12)
7 − m8) ⋅ (h8 − h9)
.
.
.
.
.
.
sion process. For example, at first steam extraction from
− m6 − m7) ⋅ (h7 − h8 ) + (m5 − m6 − m7 − m8) ⋅ (h8 − h9).
HPC – operating point 2is has a lower specific enthalpy
than operating point 2 or at the last steam extraction from
– Ideal (isentropic) power:
LPC – operating point 8is has a lower specific enthalpy
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
than
operating point 8.
Pid, LPC = m5 ⋅ (h5 − h6is ) + (m5 − m6) ⋅ (h6is − h 7is ) + (m5 − m6 − m
7 ) ⋅ (h7is − h8is) + (m5 − m6 − m7 − m8) ⋅ (h8is − h9is )
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
⋅ (h6is − h 7is ) + (m5 − m6 − m7 ) ⋅ (h7is − h8is) + (m5 − m6 − m7 − m8)(13)
⋅ (h8is − h9is ) Heat balance based energy analysis of the steam tur.
.
.
.
bine is based on the change of steam mass flow rates for
) ⋅ (h7is − h8is) + (m5 − m6 − m7 − m8) ⋅ (h8is − h9is ).
ideal (isentropic) steam expansion process with an aim
that each steam consumer, in each extraction, gets the
– Energy power loss:
same steam energy flow stream as in real process. All the
.
equations for the heat balance based energy analysis of a
E loss, LPC = Pid, LPC − Pre,LPC .
(14)
steam turbine are identical as for the conventional energy
analysis, while the extracted steam mass flow rates for the
– Energy efficiency:
ideal process will be calculated again to ensure heat balPre,LPC
ance for all steam consumers.
η en,LPC =
.
(15)
Pid, LPC
In the real (polytropic) steam expansion process,
steam mass flow rates extracted from the turbine remain
– Mass flow rate balance:
the same as in the conventional energy analysis (Table 1),
.
.
.
.
.
so in both conventional and heat balance based energy
(16)
m9 = m5 − m6 − m7 − m8.
analysis real expansion process (and its parameters) remains the same. Steam energy flow stream in each turbine

η en,HPC =

Pre,HPC
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or cylinder extraction for the real expansion process is calculated according to Eq. 3. Therefore, steam energy flow
streams for each turbine extraction in the real (polytropic)
process (according to Fig. 2), are:
.
.
E nre,2 = m2 ⋅ h2 ,
(21)
.
.
E nre,3 = m3 ⋅ h3,

(22)

.
.
E nre,6 = m6 ⋅ h 6,

(23)

.
.
E nre,8 = m8 ⋅ h8.

(25)

.
.
E nre,7 = m7 ⋅ h7 ,

(24)

To ensure heat balance for all steam consumers (to ensure identical steam energy flow streams extracted in the
real and ideal expansion processes), extracted steam mass
flow rates for the ideal (isentropic) expansion process will
be calculated by using an equation:
.
E nre,N
.
,
(26)
mN =
hNis

where index N denotes each extraction point (according to
Fig. 1).
Change in steam mass flow rates extracted from the
turbine and both of its cylinders in ideal process (to ensure heat balance of all steam consumers) will result
with a change in mass flow rate balances of HPC and LPC
(equations for the mass flow rate balances of both turbine
cylinders remains the same in heat balance based as in
conventional analysis, the change occurs only in the values
of steam mass flow rates).
It will be interesting to present how retaining of steam
consumers heat balance in both real and ideal expansion
processes influenced steam turbine and both of its cylinders energy power loss and energy efficiency (when
compared to conventional energy analysis). It should be
highlighted that presented equations and principles of
heat balance based energy analysis are valid not only for
the observed steam turbine, but also for any other steam
turbine (or turbine cylinder) which has at least one steam
extraction.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Results of conventional energy analysis for the
observed steam turbine
In conventional energy analysis of the observed steam
turbine and its cylinders (as well as in conventional energy
analysis of any other steam turbine or turbine cylinder),
real (polytropic) developed power is lower in comparison with ideal (isentropic) power due to losses in steam
expansion process which are taken into account only in
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real process, while in the ideal process they are neglected.
However, ideal power represents maximal power potential
which can be developed (in the ideal case) in each turbine
cylinder or in the whole turbine.

From Fig. 3 can clearly be seen that for the observed
turbine the majority of power is developed in LPC, regardless of the expansion process. LPC real (polytropic)
developed power is approximately three times higher in
comparison with HPC real power (similar ratio is valid
for ideal power). From the viewpoint of steam mass flow
rates, this conclusion is quite interesting, because through
HPC expanded higher steam mass flow rate than through
LPC, while additionally, cumulative steam mass flow rate
extracted through both HPC extractions is lower than cumulative steam mass flow rate extracted through three
LPC extractions, Table 1. The reason why the LPC produces much higher power than HPC can be seen in Fig. 2 –
specific heat drop (specific enthalpy difference) of the LPC
is much higher than specific heat drop of HPC.
The sum of real or ideal power in both turbine cylinders resulted with cumulative power of the whole
analyzed steam turbine. According to steam operating parameters presented in Table 1, real produced power inside
the whole turbine equals 29684.08 kW, while ideal power,
which can be developed in the best possible case, for the
observed turbine is equal to 42142.65 kW. As mentioned
before, nominal power of the analyzed steam turbine is
35 MW so the steam operating parameters presented in
Table 1 refer to turbine operation at approximately 85 %
of nominal power.

The results of the conventional energy analysis for the
observed steam turbine and both its cylinders show that
LPC has a higher energy power loss in comparison to HPC
(the difference is 1718.69 kW) what can be expected due
to much higher power (real and ideal) developed in LPC,
Fig. 4. For the observed steam turbine cylinders, energy
power loss and energy efficiency are directly proportional,
so the LPC which has higher energy power loss also has
higher energy efficiency in comparison to HPC (LPC energy efficiency is 17.54 % higher than energy efficiency of
the HPC).
The whole observed turbine, according to conventional
energy analysis, has energy power loss equal to 12458.58
kW and energy efficiency equal to 70.44 %, Fig. 4, what is
the expected energy efficiency for such low power steam
turbine [53].

The biggest disadvantages of the conventional energy
analysis are different steam energy flow streams delivered from steam turbine to each heat consumer in the
real and ideal expansion processes (the same extracted
steam mass flow rates with different steam specific enthalpies). As noted before, steam specific enthalpies of
ideal (isentropic) expansion process for each extraction
are lower in comparison to real (polytropic) expansion
process, what resulted with a fact that for each extraction
steam energy flow stream extracted from the turbine is
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Fig. 3 Real (polytropic) and ideal (isentropic) power of the whole analyzed steam turbine and both of its cylinders – conventional
energy analysis

Source: Authors

Fig. 4 Energy power loss and energy efficiency of the whole analyzed steam turbine and both of its cylinders – conventional energy
analysis

Source: Authors

lower in ideal than in the real expansion process, Fig. 5.
From the viewpoint of steam consumers, those extracted
steam energy flow streams should be equal to ensure stable and proper operation of each steam consumer. This
fact is neglected in conventional energy analysis, but
it must be taken into account during the heat balance
based energy analysis of the observed (or any other)
steam turbine.
From Fig. 5 can be seen that the differences in extracted steam energy flow streams between real and ideal
expansion processes are mostly small, but in some extractions they can be notable (as for example at the last extraction from HPC – operating points 3 and 3is as well as at
the last extraction from LPC – operating points 8 and 8is).

Furthermore, Fig. 5 shows that the highest steam energy
flow stream extracted from the observed turbine is at the
first LPC extraction (operating points 6 and 6is), followed
by the second HPC extraction (operating points 3 and 3is),
while the lowest steam energy flow stream extracted from
the observed turbine is at the third LPC extraction (operating points 8 and 8is).
From the above observations can be concluded that
steam energy flow streams extracted at each turbine extraction can significantly differ (between each other),
while in some turbine extractions the difference between
extracted steam energy flow streams in real and ideal expansion processes can be notable for conventional energy
analysis.

V. Medica-Viola et al. / Scientific Journal of Maritime Research 34 (2020) 74-85
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Fig. 5 Energy flow streams extracted from the analyzed steam turbine in real (polytropic) and ideal (isentropic) steam expansion
processes – conventional energy analysis

Source: Authors

4.2 Differences between conventional and heat
balance based energy analyses of the observed
steam turbine
The difference in steam mass flow rate for ideal (isentropic) steam expansion process between conventional
and heat balance based energy analyses of the observed
steam turbine are presented in Fig. 6. Results presented in
Fig. 6 (in each extraction point) are strongly related to energy flow streams presented in Fig. 5.
At the HPC inlet, the steam mass flow rate is equal in
conventional and heat balance based energy analysis. In
order to retain the same energy flow stream at the first
HPC extraction, mass flow rate for the ideal (isentropic)
process (operating point 2is) must be increased for 0.051
kg/s, while for the second HPC extraction (operating point
3is) mass flow rate must be increased for 0.163 kg/s. It
can be noted that an increase in the steam mass flow rate
of ideal (isentropic) process, with an aim to retain heat
balance, is much higher for the second than for the first
HPC extraction. The reason of such occurrence can be
found in Fig. 5 – energy flow stream extracted in the ideal
process at second HPC extraction has much higher difference (when compared to real process) than energy flow
stream extracted at first HPC extraction, therefore in the
second HPC extraction is required higher mass flow rate to
compensate such difference.
Operating points 4 and 5, Fig. 6, are not related to ideal (isentropic) steam expansion process in any observed
steam turbine cylinder, but the mass flow rate balance, Eq.
10, must be satisfied also in this case. As in each HPC extraction is removed higher steam mass flow rate (to retain the
heat balance for steam consumers), remaining steam mass
flow rate at the HPC outlet will be lower. Therefore, in con-

ventional energy analysis, steam mass flow rate at the HPC
outlet will be higher for 0.214 kg/s in comparison to heat
balance based energy analysis. The steam mass flow rate remains unchanged between re-heater inlet and outlet.
In heat balance based energy analysis, steam mass
flow rate extracted from each LPC extraction is higher in
comparison to the conventional energy analysis. Change
in mass flow rate extracted at each LPC extraction is proportional to the difference in energy flow streams, Fig.
5 – higher difference in energy flow streams (for each
extraction point) resulted with higher steam mass flow
rate extracted in heat balance based energy analysis.
Therefore, in heat balance based energy analysis of observed LPC, extracted steam mass flow rate will be higher
in comparison to conventional analysis: at first extraction
(operating point 6is) for 0.023 kg/s, at second extraction
(operating point 7is) for 0.046 kg/s and at third extraction
(operating point 8is) for 0.113 kg/s.
Due to higher steam mass flow rates extracted through
all observed steam turbine extractions (both in HPC and
LPC) during the heat balance based energy analysis, remaining steam mass flow rate, Eq. 16, which will be delivered to the main steam condenser is higher in conventional
than in heat balance based energy analysis for 0.395 kg/s.
The differences in energy power loss and energy efficiency between conventional and heat balance based energy analysis of the observed steam turbine are presented
in Fig. 7. From Fig. 7 can be derived several important
conclusions.
In comparison to the conventional energy analysis,
heat balance based energy analysis of observed steam
turbine decrease energy power loss and increases energy
efficiency of each turbine cylinder and the whole turbine.
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Fig. 6 The mass flow rate difference between conventional and heat balance based energy analyses for ideal expansion process in each
operating point of the observed steam turbine

Source: Authors

Furthermore, the difference between conventional and
heat balance based energy analysis (in energy power loss
and energy efficiency) for HPC is almost negligible, while
for LPC and the whole turbine that difference is clearly visible, Fig. 7.

Heat balance based energy analysis in comparison to
conventional analysis decreases LPC energy power loss for
272.87 kW and increases LPC energy efficiency for 0.71 %,
while for the whole turbine heat balance based energy
analysis decreases energy power loss for 277.85 kW and
increases energy efficiency for 0.47 %.

The most important conclusion of the presented analysis, derived from Fig. 7, is that increase in the steam mass
flow rate extracted through each steam turbine extraction,
resulted with a decrease in energy power losses and with
an increase in energy efficiency of whole analyzed turbine
and all of its cylinders. This conclusion is not only valid
for the observed, but also for any other steam turbine
(this fact is based on additional conventional and heat balance based energy analyses performed on several other
complex steam turbines with many cylinders and steam
extractions).

Fig. 7 Energy power loss and energy efficiency difference between conventional and heat balance based energy analyses for the whole
observed steam turbine and both of its cylinders

Source: Authors
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5 Conclusions

In this paper is presented a comparison of conventional and heat balance based energy analyses of low power
steam turbine which operates in solar thermal power
plant. Heat balance based energy analysis takes into account the fact that all of the steam consumers always get
the same energy flow stream from the observed steam turbine (what conventional energy analysis did not take into
account). The complete analysis presented in this paper is
based on the steam operating parameters measured during the turbine exploitation. The most important conclusions of the presented comparison are:
– Conventional energy analysis shows that the LPC is the
dominant power producer (when compared to HPC)
and LPC develops approximately three times higher
real (polytropic) power in comparison with HPC.
– Conventional energy analysis also shows that for the
observed steam turbine cylinders developed power,
energy power loss and energy efficiency are direct proportional – cylinder which develop higher power will
have a higher energy power loss and simultaneously
higher energy efficiency.
– The major disadvantage of conventional energy analysis is that energy flow streams extracted from the
steam turbine are not equal in real (polytropic) and
ideal (isentropic) expansion processes (in each extraction, mass flow rates are equal, but steam specific enthalpies are lower for ideal expansion process).
– Heat balance based energy analysis ensures always the
same energy flow stream to any steam consumer, regardless of steam expansion process.
– Heat balance based energy analysis requires increase
of steam mass flow rate extracted through each turbine
extraction, what also changes other steam mass flow
rates through the turbine (mass flow rate balances
must always be satisfied).
– Increase in steam mass flow rate extracted through
each turbine extraction resulted with a decrease in
energy power losses and with an increase in energy
efficiencies of whole turbine and all of its cylinders.
Therefore, heat balance based energy analysis of steam
turbine and its cylinders will result with lower energy
power losses and with higher energy efficiencies in
comparison to conventional analysis.
– All of the conclusions and principles presented in this
paper about conventional and heat balance based energy analyses are valid not only for the observed, but
also for any other steam turbine or turbine cylinder
which has at least one steam extraction.
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